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A B S T R A C T
Deficits in arithmetic fact retrieval constitute the hallmark of children with mathematical
learning difficulties (MLD). It remains, however, unclear which cognitive deficits underpin
these difficulties in arithmetic fact retrieval. Many prior studies defined MLD by
considering low achievement criteria and not by additionally taking the persistence of the
MLD into account. Therefore, the present longitudinal study contrasted children with
persistent MLD (MLD-p; mean age: 9 years 2 months) and typically developing (TD)
children (mean age: 9 years 6months) at three time points, to explore whether differences
in arithmetic strategy development were associated with differences in numerical
magnitude processing, working memory and phonological processing. Our longitudinal
data revealed that children with MLD-p had persistent arithmetic fact retrieval deficits at
each time point. ChildrenwithMLD-p showed persistent impairments in symbolic, but not
in nonsymbolic, magnitude processing at each time point. The two groups differed in
phonological processing, but not in workingmemory. Our data indicate that both domain-
specific and domain-general cognitive abilities contribute to individual differences in
children’s arithmetic strategy development, and that the symbolic processing of numerical
magnitudes might be a particular risk factor for children with MLD-p.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Children with mathematical learning difficulties (MLD) experience difficulties acquiring basic arithmetical skills
(Butterworth, Varma, & Laurillard, 2011; Geary, 2004;Mazzocco, 2007). Given that arithmetic comprises a building block for
subsequent growth in mathematics (e.g., Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell, 2001) and that difficulties in storing and recalling
arithmetic facts (e.g., Berch &Mazzocco, 2007; Jordan, Hanich, & Kaplan, 2003) constitute the hallmark of childrenwithMLD
(e.g., Geary, Hoard, & Bailey, 2012), it is crucial to reveal the origin of difficulties in arithmetic strategy development. In the
past decade, most studies on MLD have focused on the cognitive origins of mathematical difficulties in general, i.e. by
studying how numerical magnitude processing (De Smedt, Noe¨l, Gilmore, & Ansari, 2013, for a review), working memory
(see Friso-van den Bos, van der Ven, Kroesbergen, & van Luit, 2013, for a meta-analysis) and phonological processing* Corresponding author. Tel.: +32 16325705.
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studies investigated the association of these cognitive abilities with specific types of mathematical skill, such as arithmetic
strategy development. This more narrow focus is, however, needed, because it will allow us to explore how numerical
magnitude processing, working memory and phonological processing might contribute to difficulties in children’s
acquisition of adequate strategies for solving single-digit arithmetic. This is precisely the aim of the current study. Further, in
many prior studies children with MLD were defined by considering low achievement criteria and not by additionally taking
into account the persistence of the mathematical difficulties. Against this background, we conducted a longitudinal study in
which arithmetic strategy development, numerical magnitude processing, working memory and phonological processing
were investigated in children with persistent MLD (MLD-p) and typically developing (TD) children.
In the remainder of this introduction, we first describe the arithmetic strategy development in TD children and children
with MLD. Next, we discuss how numerical magnitude processing, working memory and phonological processing may
contribute to difficulties in acquiring adequate arithmetic solving strategies. Finally, we present the specific goals of the
present study.
1.1. Arithmetic strategy development
Many studies have examined arithmetic strategy use during the solution of single-digit arithmetic in TD children (e.g.,
Bailey, Littlefield, & Geary, 2012; Barrouillet, Mignon, & Thevenot, 2008). At the earliest stages of arithmetic strategy
development, children count all the numbers in a problem (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 to solve 3 + 4) and graduallymove on tomore
advanced counting procedures, such as counting on from the larger number in the problem (e.g., 4, 5, 6, 7 to solve 3 + 4)
(Geary, Bow-Thomas, & Yao, 1992). Through repeated use of counting strategies, children develop representations of basic
arithmetic facts, which are stored in their long-term memory (Siegler & Shrager, 1984). Children (and also adults) rely on
these stored fact representations when they evolve to more advanced strategies for solving single-digit additions and
subtractions. These problems are then typically solved either by using an advanced procedural strategy, such as
decomposition (e.g., 7 + 8 = 7 + 3 = 10 + 5 = 15), or by directly retrieving the correct answer from long-termmemory (Siegler,
1996).
Studies comparing children with and without MLD observed impaired procedural strategy skills in children with MLD
(e.g., Geary, 2004, for a review). This impairment is marked by a developmental delay in the shift from immature counting
strategies, such as finger counting, to more advanced procedural strategies, such as decomposing the problem into smaller
facts. Growth modeling data have shown that children with MLD catch up with their typically developing peers over time,
narrowing the initial learning gap in procedural strategy skills (Chong & Siegel, 2008).
One of themost robust findings is that childrenwithMLD have difficulties in storing and recalling simple arithmetic facts
(e.g., Geary, Hoard, et al., 2012), even despite intensive instructional interventions (e.g., Howell, Sidorenko, & Jurica, 1987).
These arithmetic fact retrieval difficulties do not amelioratewith time and constitute persistent deficits in childrenwithMLD
(e.g., Geary, Hoard, Nugent, & Bailey, 2012; Jordan et al., 2003; but see Torbeyns, Verschaffel, & Ghesquie`re, 2004). Although,
there is a lack of universally accepted screening tools for defining MLD, knowledge on classification criteria for MLD is
growing and it has been suggested that arithmetic fact retrieval deficits may be a useful indicator to include in a diagnostic
definition of MLD (Geary, 2011).
Questions have been raised about the origin of children’s difficulties in developing adequate arithmetic solution
strategies. Therefore the aim of this study was to investigate how numerical magnitude processing, working memory and
phonological processing contribute to difficulties in arithmetic strategy development.
1.2. Numerical magnitude processing
It is amply evidenced that the ability to represent numerical magnitudes contributes to individual differences in
children’s mathematical development (see De Smedt et al., 2013; for a review). This ability has typically been investigated
by means of Arabic digit and dot comparison tasks, in which children have to identify the larger of two numerosities.
Several researchers have proposed that MLD arise from a fundamental impairment in this ability to represent numerical
magnitudes (Andersson & Ostergren, 2012; Iuculano, Tang, Hall, & Butterworth, 2008; Landerl & Ko¨lle, 2009; Mazzocco,
Feigenson, & Halberda, 2011; Piazza et al., 2010). Two hypotheses have been put forward to explain how deficient
representations of numerical magnitude are related to MLD. According to the defective number module hypothesis
(Butterworth, 2005), MLD originate from a specific deficit in the innate ability to understand and represent numerical
magnitudes. By contrast, the access deficit hypothesis (Rousselle & Noe¨l, 2007) argues thatMLD are due to impairments in
accessing semantic numerical representations from Arabic symbols, rather than from difficulties in processing numerical
magnitudes per se. To date, findings remain inconclusive whether the defective number module or the access deficit
hypothesis explains MLD (see De Smedt et al., 2013; Noel & Rousselle, 2011, for a review). This may be so because the
existing research investigated these hypotheses in the context of children’s general mathematics achievement, yet it is
likely that various forms of numerical magnitude processing impact more on some specific aspects of mathematical skill
more than others.
Interestingly, Vanbinst, Ghesquie`re, and De Smedt (2012) have recently addressed this issue in typically developing third
graders. More specifically, these authors showed that symbolic, but not nonsymbolic, magnitude processing was related to
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from their memory and were faster in executing fact retrieval as well as procedural strategies. It remains to be determined
whether this can be extended to children with MLD, a core aim of the present study.
1.3. Working memory
Various studies have reported working memory deficits in children with MLD (e.g., Bull, Johnston, & Roy, 1999; Geary,
Hoard, Byrd-Craven, Nugent, & Numtee, 2007; McLean & Hitch, 1999; Passolunghi & Siegel, 2004; Szucs, Devine, Soltesz,
Nobes, &Gabriel, 2013). These studies have used Baddeley’s three componentmodel ofworkingmemory (Baddeley, 1986) as
their framework. At the core of this model is the central executive, which is responsible for the attention-driven control,
regulation and monitoring of complex cognitive processes. The model additionally encompasses two slave systems of
limited capacity, which are used for the temporary storage of phonological information (phonological loop) as well as visual
and spatial information (visuo-spatial sketchpad).
There has been little agreement onwhichworkingmemory components are impaired in childrenwithMLD (see Swanson
& Jerman, 2006, for a meta-analysis). A possible explanation for these conflicting findings may be that the three working
memory components affect different aspects of mathematical development to different degrees (Geary et al., 2007). In view
of this, the present longitudinal study narrows down the focus to how working memory is related to arithmetic strategy
development.
Difficulties in central executive in children with MLD have been related to the reliance on finger counting and the
commission of counting errors (Geary, Hoard, Byrd-Craven, & DeSoto, 2004). Evidence from dual-task studies have
revealed that the central executive is crucial for keeping track of different steps during arithmetic problem solving
(Imbo & Vandierendonck, 2007). In order to compensate for their poor central executive capacities, children with
MLD used their fingers to represent addends and to keep track of the counting sequence. Barrouillet and Le´pine
(2005) further demonstrated that children with low central executive capacities relied less frequently on fact retrieval
to solve addition than children with high central executive capacities. This is supported by Wu and colleagues (2008)
who found a significant association between the central executive and arithmetic fact retrieval in children with
MLD.
The impact of phonological loop and visuo-spatial sketchpad on arithmetic strategy development is less clear (e.g., Friso-
van den Bos et al., 2013, for a meta-analysis). Wu et al. (2008) observed no associations between strategy use and
phonological loop as well as visuo-spatial sketchpad. By contrast, dual-task studies have shown that an impaired
phonological working memory may contribute to difficulties in keeping track of the operands while solving arithmetic with
counting strategies (e.g., Noe¨l, Seron, & Trovarelli, 2004). Correlational data have indicated that the phonological loop may
play a crucial role in the process of accurately memorizing basic arithmetic facts (Bull & Johnston, 1997; De Smedt et al.,
2009).
Turning to the visuo-spatial sketchpad, it has been suggested that poor spatialworkingmemory processesmay hinder the
storage and retrieval of arithmetical facts (Rotzer et al., 2009). It is currently unclear how the visuo-spatial sketchpad relates
to children’s arithmetic strategy development.
1.4. Phonological processing
It has been suggested that difficulties in phonological processingmay explainMLD (Hecht, Torgesen,Wagner, & Rashotte,
2001). This is not unexpected given the comorbidity of math and reading difficulties, and the high correlations often
observed between reading and mathematics performance (Shalev, 2007; Simmons & Singleton, 2008). Typically, three
domains of phonological processing are distinguished (Hecht et al., 2001; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987): (1) phonological
awareness which refers to the conscious sensitivity to the phonological structure of oral language; (2) phonological working
memory which refers to the short-term storage of phonological representations, analogous to the phonological loop of
Baddeley’sworkingmemorymodel; (3) rate of access or rapid automatized naming (RAN)which includes children’s capacity
to recall phonological representations from long-term memory. It has been demonstrated that these three phonological
processing skills are associated with individual differences in mathematics achievement (Hecht et al., 2001) and that TD
children outperform children withMLD on each of these domains of phonological processing (Murphy, Mazzocco, Hanich, &
Early, 2007; Vukovic & Siegel, 2010).
Cognitive neuroimaging data (Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003) as well as findings from developmental behavioral
studies have indicated that arithmetic fact retrieval deficits may be the result of deficient phonological processing skills. It
has been suggested that arithmetic facts might be stored in long-termmemory as phonological codes and as a consequence,
phonological processing deficits may lead to difficulties in storing and remembering these arithmetic facts from long-term
memory (e.g. Simmons & Singleton, 2008; Vukovic & Lesaux, 2013). For example, De Smedt and Boets (2010) showed in
adults with dyslexia without mathematical difficulties that impaired phonological processing skills coincide with fewer
arithmetic fact retrieval from long-term memory. Interestingly, De Smedt, Taylor, Archibald, and Ansari (2010) have
observed a specific association between phonological awareness and arithmetic fact retrieval, indicating that the quality of
children’s long-term phonological representations might be related to the efficiency of using fact retrieval when solving
arithmetic problems.
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Previous studies have shown that children with MLD do not necessarily maintain this low achievement in mathematics
over time (e.g., Mazzocco &Myers, 2003;Mazzocco & Ra¨sa¨nen, 2013) and that childrenwith such transient forms ofMLD are
more similar to typically developing children (e.g., Mazzocco & Myers, 2003; Mazzocco & Ra¨sa¨nen, 2013). Therefore, the
current longitudinal study combined low achievement and persistency criteria to define childrenwith persistentMLD (MLD-
p). Children were included in the MLD-p group, if they performed below the 25th percentile (see also Swanson & Jerman,
2006) on a general standardizedmathematics achievement test at three time points. Amatched control group of TD children
was selected on the basis of performance on the standardized mathematics achievement test above the 35th percentile at
each time point. The goal of this longitudinal studywas to narrow down the focus from generalmathematics achievement to
arithmetic strategy development, in order to explore how difficulties in the arithmetic strategy development of children
with MLD-p relates to numerical magnitude processing, working memory and phonological processing. Such knowledge
could lead to important breakthroughs in the early identification and treatment of MLD.
We administered a single-digit addition and subtraction task and we simultaneously assessed strategy use with verbal
protocols, to test whether children with MLD-p had difficulties in arithmetic strategy use. Numerical magnitude processing
skills were assessed by using numerical magnitude comparison tasks presented in symbolic (digits) and nonsymbolic (dots)
formats. Domain-general cognitive skills were assessed by using non-numerical tasks, in order to prevent domain-general
task performance to be influenced by domain-specific numerical processing. The three components of Baddeley’s working
memorymodelwere evaluated by a listening recall task (central executive), a corsi block task (visuo-spatial sketchpad) and a
nonword repetition task (phonological loop). Phonological processing involved the evaluation of phonological awareness
(phoneme deletion and spoonerism task), phonological working memory (nonword repetition task) and rate of access (RAN
tasks).
The comparison of the two groups under studywill allow us to investigate the arithmetic strategy development aswell as
the domain-specific and domain-general cognitive skills of children withMLD-p. To rule out alternative explanations for the
observed differences between childrenwithMLD-p and TD children, wematched both groups in terms of intellectual ability,
age, reading ability, sex and socioeconomic status.
2. Method
2.1. Participants
Participants were selected from a larger ongoing longitudinal study in Flanders (Belgium) and came predominantly from
middle- to upper middle-class families. The children had no history of developmental disorders or mental retardation, and
their native language was Dutch. None of the children had repeated a grade. For all participants, written informed parental
consent was obtained.
All 154 primary school children from the initial sample completed a curriculum-based general standardizedmathematics
achievement test (Dudal, 2000), as a screening measure, at three time points: time 1 (September–October 2011), time 2
(February–March 2012) and time 3 (September–October 2012). By combining low achievement and persistency criteria, a
group of 14 childrenwithMLD-p (1 boy, 13 girls) was selected from this initial sample andwasmatchedwith 14 TD children
(4 boys, 10 girls). Children were included in the MLD-p group, if they performed below the 25th percentile (Swanson &
Jerman, 2006) on the general standardized mathematics achievement test at the three time points. TD children, had to
perform above the 35th percentile on the general achievement test at each time point. Table 1 presents the detailed
descriptive statistics of the sample. Children with MLD-p (8 third graders, 6 fifth graders) and TD children (6 third graders, 8
fifth graders) differed in their performance on the general standardized mathematics achievement test (F(1, 26) = 177.23,Table 1
Descriptive statistics of the sample.
MLD-p group TD group
M SD Range M SD Range
General matha
Time 1 79.60 6.71 65.29–87.39 112.04 6.63 98.66–120.39
Time 2 82.02 5.24 70.15–90.20 110.61 8.10 97.76–121.08
Time 3 81.41 8.35 59.30–89.67 114.46 9.17 96.63–128.66
IQb 95.21 10.49 79–119 100.93 7.86 88–115
Agec 9.19 1.15 7.78–10.57 9.51 1.17 7.80–10.72
Reading abilityd 9.71 3.02 5–14 10.71 2.40 6–15
Note. MLD-p, persistent mathematical learning difficulties; TD, typically developing.
a Standardized scores (M = 100, SD = 15).
b IQ-score on Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices.
c Mean age in years at Time 1.
d Mean standardized reading scores (M = 10, SD = 3) at Time 1.
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reading ability (t(26) =.97, p = .34), sex (x2 (1, 28) = 2.19, p = .14) and socioeconomic status (x2 (1, 28) = .19, p = .66). Both
groups of children came from the same elementary schools and were attending the same classes (i.e., the same teachers and
methods). As a result, they were matched in terms of their educational history and environment.
2.2. Materials
Materials consisted of standardized tests, paper-and-pencil-tasks and computer tasks. All computer tasks were designed
with the E-prime 1.0 software (Schneider, Eschmann, & Zuccolotto, 2002).
2.2.1. General mathematics achievement
Children’s general mathematics competence was assessed with a standardized mathematics achievement test from the
Flemish Student Monitoring System (Dudal, 2000). This validated series of tests was developed to assess children’s general
mathematics competence by providing untimed achievement tests corresponding to the mathematics curriculum of every
grade of primary school. The tests included various aspects of mathematics, such as number knowledge, understanding of
operations, simple arithmetic, multidigit calculation, word problem solving, measurement and geometry. For each child, a
standardized score (M = 100, SD = 15)was calculated. Reliability coefficients of these testswere: .91 at the start of third grade,
.91 in the middle of third grade, .88 at the start of fourth grade, .91 at the start of fifth grade, .90 in the middle of fifth grade
and .91 at the start of sixth grade (Dudal, 2000).
2.2.2. Single-digit arithmetic and strategy use
Children’s arithmetic strategy use was assessed by means of a single-digit addition and subtraction task. Stimuli
were selected from the so-called standard set of single-digit arithmetic problems (Lefevre, Sadesky, & Bisanz, 1996),
which excludes tie problems (e.g., 6 + 6) and problems containing 0 or 1 as operand or answer. Only one of each pair of
commutative problems was selected, resulting in a set of 28 problems per operation. The position of the largest operand
was counterbalanced. Children were asked to perform both accurately and fast. Responses were verbal. A voice key
registered the child’s reaction time, after which the experimenter recorded the child’s answer. Children could use
whatever strategy they wanted to. On a trial-by-trial basis, the experimenter asked the children to verbally report their
strategy to solve the arithmetic problem. Similar to other studies in arithmetic (e.g., Torbeyns et al., 2004), strategies
were classified into retrieval (i.e., if the child immediately knew the answer and there was no evidence of overt
calculations), procedure (i.e., if the child indicated that he or she used counting or decomposed the problem into smaller
sub-problems to arrive at the solution), or other (i.e., if the child did not know how he or she solved the problem). This
classification method is a valid and reliable way of assessing children’s arithmetic strategy use (Siegler & Stern, 1998).
Two practice trials were presented to familiarize children with task administration. Split-half reliability of the addition
task was .56 for accuracy and .87 for reaction time and split-half reliability of the subtraction task was .73 for accuracy
and .95 for reaction time.
2.2.3. Cognitive correlates
2.2.3.1. Numerical magnitude comparison. Children’s numerical magnitude processing skills were measured by means of
symbolic and nonsymbolic magnitude comparison tasks, consisting of Arabic digits and dot arrays, respectively. In these
tasks children had to compare two simultaneously presented numerical magnitudes, one displayed on the left side of the
computer screen, and one displayed on the right. Children had to indicate the larger of those two numerical magnitudes by
pressing a key on the side of the larger one. The left response key was d; the right response key was k. Children were
instructed to perform both accurately and fast. Stimuli comprised all combinations of numerosities from 1 to 9, yielding 72
trials for each task. The position of the largest numerosity was counterbalanced. The nonsymbolic stimuli were generated
with the MATLAB script provided by Piazza, Izard, Pinel, Le Bihan, and Dehaene (2004) and were controlled for non-
numerical parameters, such as dot size, total occupied area, and density. On one half of the trials, dot size, array size, and
density were positively correlated with number, and on the other half of the trials, dot size, array size, and density were
negatively correlated. This was done to prevent that decisions were dependent on non-numerical cues or perceptual
features. A trial started with a 200ms fixation in the center of the screen. After 1000ms, stimuli appeared and remained
visible until the child responded, except for the nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task, where the stimuli disappeared
after 840ms, to avoid counting of number of dots. Each trial was initiated by the experimenter with a control key. Reaction
times and answers were registered by the computer. To familiarize children with the key assignments, three practice trials
were included per task. Split-half reliability of the symbolic task was .76 for accuracy and .94 for reaction time; split-half
reliability of the nonsymbolic task was .67 for accuracy and .72 for reaction time.
2.2.3.2. Workingmemory. Three tasks from theworkingmemory test battery for children (Pickering &Gathercole, 2001) that
have been widely used in working memory research were administered to tap the components of Baddeley’s working
memorymodel. These taskswere the same as in De Smedt et al., 2009).We only selected non-numerical tasks to prevent task
performance to be influenced by numerical processing.
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executive component. In this task, children were asked to judge the correctness of a series of recorded sentences (correct vs.
false). They were also instructed to memorize the last word in every sentence, and to recall those words in the presented
order at the end of each trial. Reliability of this test was .64 (De Smedt et al., 2009).
Visuo-spatial sketchpad. The block recall task (Pickering & Gathercole, 2001) was used to assess the visuo-spatial
sketchpad. For each trial, the experimenter tapped out a sequence, at a rate of one block per second, on a board with nine
blocks. The child was instructed to reproduce the sequence in the correct order. Reliability of this test was .77 (De Smedt
et al., 2009).
Phonological loop. This component wasmeasured by a Dutch adaptation (Scheltinga, 2003) of the nonword repetition test
developed by Gathercole,Willis, Baddeley, and Emslie (1994). Each recorded nonwordwas presented once, and the childwas
asked to repeat it immediately after its presentation. Reliability of this test was .81 (De Smedt et al., 2009).
2.2.3.3. Phonological processing. We selected different tasks to measure the three traditional domains of phonological
processing (Hecht et al., 2001), which all have beenwidely used in research on reading and arithmetic (e.g., Boets et al., 2010
for more elaborated task details).
Phonological awareness. Different tasks were used for third- and fifth-graders in order to avoid ceiling effects. In the
phoneme deletion task, children were presented with nonwords and they were asked to delete a particular phoneme of the
nonword, which resulted in the disclosure of an existing (e.g., DROOS without /d/) or meaningless (e.g., WAPT without /t/)
word. Reliability of this task was .92 in third grade (Dandache, Wouters, & Ghesquie`re, in preparation) and .79 in fifth grade
(Boets et al., 2010). In the spoonerism task, children were required to replace the onset of a word with another consonant in
order to create a newword or nonword (e.g., LIPwith /k/ becomes KIP) or they had to swap the consonant onset of twowords
in order to reveal two new words (e.g., SAAI-HOK becomes HAAI-SOK) or nonwords (e.g., GROEN-PLANT becomes PROEN-
GLANT). Reliability of this task was .92 in third grade (Dandache et al., in preparation) and .90 in fifth grade (Boets et al.,
2010).
Phonological working memory. We used the nonword repetition task described above as a measure of phonological
working memory.
Rate of access. Rate of access to phonological information from long-term memory was evaluated by two RAN tasks (van
den Bos, Zijlstra, & Van den Broeck, 2003), which involved the naming of 50 color (black, blue, red, yellow, and green) and 50
letter (d, o, a, s and p) stimuli. The time to complete the card was recorded for each task.
2.2.4. Control measures
2.2.4.1. Intellectual ability. Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven, Court, & Raven, 1992) was administered as a
measure of intellectual ability. For each child, a standardized score (M = 100, SD = 15) was calculated. Reliability for this test
is .88 (Raven et al., 1992).
2.2.4.2. Reading ability. Reading ability was assessed by the standardized Dutch One-Minute-Test version B (Brus & Voeten,
1995). In this test, children had to read a list of 116 single words of increasing difficulty as correctly and quickly as possible.
The total score was the number of words read correctly within one minute, which was converted in a standardized score
(M = 10, SD = 3). Reliability for this test is larger than .90 (Moelands & Rymenans, 2003).
2.3. Procedure
All participants completed the paper-and-pencil-tasks and the computerized tasks individually in a quiet room at
their own school. The order of task administration was fixed for all participants in order not to confound individual
differences with task order effects. The general mathematics achievement test and Raven’s matrices were group-
based. The general mathematics achievement test, the single-digit arithmetic task and the numerical magnitude
comparison tasks were administered at each time point (Time 1: September–October 2011; Time 2: February–
March 2012; Time 3: September–October 2012). The remaining measures were only collected at the first time
point.
3. Results
Trials with incorrect voice-key registration were excluded from the reaction time analyses (<3% of all trials).
Reaction time data and strategy frequency data were calculated for the correct responses only. For single-digit
arithmetic, trials deviating more than 3 SDs from a participant reaction time on each task were excluded as well as trials
with a reaction time below 500ms (<.5% of all trials). For the numerical magnitude comparison tasks, trials with
reaction times below 300ms and higher than 5000ms were additionally discarded (<.5% of all trials). The arithmetic
performance and strategy use of both groups are discussed first, followed by a description of the group differences on
the cognitive correlates.
Table 2
Mean accuracy and reaction time data on the single-digit addition and subtraction task as a function of group.
Task Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
MLD-p TD MLD-p TD MLD-p TD
Addition
Accuracya 93.21 (8.78) 96.14 (5.14) 96.31 (3.59) 99.43 (1.45) 96.68 (4.08) 98.98 (1.67)
Reaction timeb 4072.51 (1408.52) 2259.17 (810.79) 2893.75 (1101.51) 1754.11 (431.59) 2478.29 (796.61) 1490.56 (344.88)
Subtraction
Accuracya 88.93 (12.90) 94.29 (5.21) 95.29 (5.36) 97.86 (3.41) 95.15 (3.90) 98.72 (3.01)
Reaction timeb 5366.81 (2812.27) 2496.78 (809.30) 3511.61 (1453.07) 2056.69 (422.23) 3306.48 (984.75) 1945.35 (458.71)
Note. Standard deviations are presented between parentheses. MLD-p, persistent mathematical learning difficulties; TD, typically developing.
a % correct.
b Expressed in ms.
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Table 2 displays the mean reaction time and accuracy data in single-digit arithmetic per group across different time
points. A 2 3 2 repeatedmeasures ANOVAwith operation (addition vs. subtraction) and time (time 1 vs. time 2 vs. time 3)
aswithin-subject factors and group (MLD-p vs. TD) as between-subjects factorwas conducted on accuracy and reaction time.
There was a main effect of operation, indicating that additions were solved faster (F(1, 25) = 21.15, p< .01, h2p ¼ :46) and
more accurately (F(1, 25) = 10.45, p< .01, h2p ¼ :30) than subtractions. There was a main effect of time indicating that both
accuracy (F(1, 25) = 7.05, p< .01, h2p ¼ :22) and reaction time (F(1, 25) = 34.67, p< .01, h2p ¼ :58) improved over
developmental time. As expected, there was a main effect of group: children with MLD-p were systematically slower
(F(1, 25) = 21.57, p< .01, h2p ¼ :46) and less accurate (F(1, 25) = 7.24, p< .01, h2p ¼ :22) than TD children. The accuracy
analyses showed no interaction effects (ps> .15).With regard to reaction time, operation interactedwith groupmembership
(F(1, 25) = 5.09, p< .05, h2p ¼ :17). Post hoc t-tests revealed that group differences were significant for both operations, but
they were slightly larger for subtraction (t(26) = 4.35, p< .01, d = 1.74) than for addition (t(26) = 4.30, p< .01, d = 1.69). Time
also interacted with group (F(1, 25) = 8.31, p< .01, h2p ¼ :25). Post hoc t-tests indicated that group differences became
smaller over time, yet children with MLD-p continued to perform more poorly than TD children (all ps< .01). No other
interactions were observed.
Children’s arithmetic strategy development was examined by investigating the strategy distribution and strategy
efficiency. It is important to point out that the same pattern of findings was observed for addition and subtraction
separately. In order to improve clarity, we therefore averaged the data across operations. Strategy distribution was
determined by calculating the frequency with which a strategy was used to solve arithmetical problems correctly.
Because the frequency of trials belonging to the ‘‘other’’ category was very low (.5%), these trials were excluded from
further analyses. The mean frequencies for correct fact retrieval at time 1, time 2 and time 3 were M = 25.79 (SD = 7.11),
M = 28.00 (SD = 6.52) and M = 28.50 (SD = 6.71) for children with MLD-p and M = 33.93 (SD = 11.98), M = 34.14
(SD = 11.07) and M = 32.07 (SD = 9.75) for TD children. The mean frequencies of procedural strategy use at the different
time points were M = 24.64 (SD = 9.79), M = 25.23 (SD = 6.72) and M = 24.29 (SD = 7.92) for children with MLD-p and
M = 20.38 (SD = 10.28), M = 22.00 (SD = 10.07) and M = 22.71 (SD = 9.68) for TD children, respectively. A 3 2 repeated
measures analysis on the frequencies of correct fact retrieval with time (time 1 vs. time 2 vs. time 3) as within-subject
factor and group (MLD-p vs. TD) as between-subjects factor revealed a significant main effect of group (F(1, 25) = 4.41,
p< .05, h2p ¼ :15), indicating that TD children used fact retrieval more frequently than children with MLD-p. There was
no main effect of time (F(1, 25) = .34, p = .56) and no Group Time interaction (F(1, 25) = 2.82, p = .11). This suggests
that children with MLD-p continued to use less fact retrieval than their TD peers. A repeated measures analysis on the
frequencies of procedural strategy use was not reported, given that the percentages of fact retrieval and procedural
strategy use are dependent on each other (e.g., more frequent fact retrieval means less frequent procedural strategy
use).
Strategy efficiency was determined by calculating the reaction time and accuracy with which fact retrieval and
procedural strategies were executed. Fig. 1 presents the mean reaction time and accuracy for each strategy per group per
time point. A 2 3 2 repeatedmeasures ANOVAwith strategy (retrieval vs. procedure) and time (time 1 vs. time 2 vs. time
3) as within-subject factors and group (MLD-p vs. TD) as a between-subjects factor was calculated on reaction time and
accuracy. The analysis of the reaction time revealed main effects of strategy (F(1, 23) = 105.67, p< .01, h2p ¼ :82) and group
(F(1, 23) = 15.97, p< .01, h2p ¼ :41): fact retrieval was executed faster than procedural strategies, and TD children executed
all strategies faster than children withMLD-p. There was amain effect of time (F(1, 23) = 37.19, p< .01, h2p ¼ :62). Post hoc t-
tests demonstrated that children’s reaction time of executing all strategies decreased significantly from the first to the
second time point (p< .01), but not from the second to the third time point (p = .21). Group membership interacted with
strategy (F(1, 23) = 18.78, p< .01, h2p ¼ :45) and time (F(1, 23) = 8.61, p< .01, h2p ¼ :27). There was a Strategy Time
interaction (F(1, 23) = 27.58, p< .01, h2p ¼ :55) as well as a Strategy TimeGroup interaction (F(1, 23) = 8.53, p< .01,
h2p ¼ :27). Post hoc t-tests demonstrated that group differences were larger for procedural strategies (t(23) = 4.21, p< .01,
[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]
Fig. 1.Mean error rate and reaction time by strategy per group. Lines represent reaction time on the left y-axis and bars depict error rates on the right y-axis.
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procedural strategies, but remained significant at each time point (all ps< .01).
With regard to accuracy, therewas amain effect of strategy (F(1, 23) = 7.45, p< .05, h2p ¼ :25) indicating that fact retrieval
was executed more accurately than procedural strategies. There was only a trend toward a main effect of time (F(1,
23) = 3.07, p = .09). There was a main effect of group (F(1, 23) = 8.83, p< .01, h2p ¼ :28), showing that children with MLD-p
mademore errors than TD children. Strategy interacted with group (F(1, 23) = 4.93, p< .05, h2p ¼ :18), suggesting that group
differences were larger for procedural strategies (t(23) =2.77, p< .01, d =1.16) than for fact retrieval (t(25) =2.19,
p< .05, d =.88). There was no TimeGroup interaction (F(1, 23) = .60, p = .45), suggesting that group differences remained
stable over time. No further interactions were observed (ps> .18).
3.2. Cognitive correlates
3.2.1. Numerical magnitude comparison
Themean reaction time and accuracy on the numerical magnitude comparison tasks are displayed in Fig. 2 for each group
per time point. We calculated a 3 2 repeated measures ANOVA with time (time 1 vs. time 2 vs. time 3) as within-subject
factor and group (MLD-p vs. TD) as between-subjects factor on the reaction time and accuracy for each comparison task
separately.
3.2.1.1. Symbolic magnitude comparison. The analysis of the symbolic reaction time revealed a main effect of time (F(1,
25) = 57.13, p< .01, h2p ¼ :70) indicating that both groups became faster over time (all ps< .01). There was a main effect of
group (F(1, 25) = 5.59, p< .05, h2p ¼ :18) and a significant TimeGroup interaction (F(1, 25) = 5.91, p< .05, h2p ¼ :19).
Children with MLD-p were significantly slower than TD children, yet the group differences became smaller over time (Time
1: t(26) = 2.49, p< .05, d = .98; Time 2: t(25) = 2.45, p< .05, d = .98; Time 3: t(26) = 1.69, p = .10). With regard to the accuracy,
therewas a significantmain effect of time (F(1, 25) = 5.49, p< .05, h2p ¼ :18). Therewas nomain effect of group (F(1, 25) = .09,
p = .76) and time did not interact with group membership (F(1, 25) = 2.29, p = .14).[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]Fig. 2.Mean error rate and reaction time by group per numerical comparison task. Lines represent reaction time on the left y-axis and bars depict error rates
on the right y-axis. Small dashes represent Time 1, large dashes represent Time 2 and solid lines represent Time 3.
Table 3
Descriptive statistics on the administered working memory tasks.
Task MLD-p TD Maximum possible t d
M (SD) M (SD)
Central executive
Listening span 6.57 (1.51) 7.14 (1.51) 15 1.00 .39
Visuo-spatial sketchpad
Block recall 10.29 (2.27) 10.64 (2.37) 27 .41 .16
Phonological loop
Nonword repetition 30.93 (7.44) 36.36 (5.05) 48 2.26* .89
Note. MLD-p, persistent mathematical learning difficulties; TD, typically developing.
* p< .05.
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p< .01, h2p ¼ :52), both groups became faster over time (all ps< .01). Therewas nomain effect of group (F(1, 26) = .93, p = .34)
and time did not interact with group membership (F(1, 26) = .39, p = .54). The analysis of accuracy on the nonsymbolic
magnitude comparison task showed nomain effects of time (F(1, 26) = 1.44, p = .24) or group (F(1, 26) = 1.25, p = .27), and no
TimeGroup interaction (F(1, 26) = .35, p = .56).
3.2.2. Working memory
The descriptive statistics of the administeredworkingmemory tasks are displayed in Table 3 and indicate that only group
differences emerged on the nonword repetition task.
3.2.3. Phonological processing
Table 4 presents the descriptive statistics on the administered phonological processing tasks. ChildrenwithMLD-p scored
significantly lower than TD children on the spoonerism task, nonword repetition task and the naming of letters but not of
colors.
4. Discussion
Deficits in arithmetic fact retrieval constitute the hallmark of children with MLD. It remains, however, unclear which
cognitive deficits may underpin difficulties in arithmetic strategy development. Many studies defined children withMLD by
only considering low achievement criteria and not by additionally taking the persistence of mathematical difficulties into
account. This latter criterion is, however, crucial because many children with low achievement in mathematics do not
necessarilymaintain this low achievement over time (e.g., Mazzocco &Myers, 2003;Mazzocco & Ra¨sa¨nen, 2013). Narrowing
down the focus to arithmetic strategy development, the present longitudinal study investigated numerical magnitude
processing, working memory and phonological processing in a group of children with MLD-p and a TD group, in order to
explore the associations between these cognitive correlates and arithmetic strategy development. Both groups did not differ
in terms of intellectual ability, age, reading ability, sex and socioeconomic status. Our longitudinal data showed weaker
arithmetic performance in childrenwithMLD-p than in TD children at each time point: childrenwithMLD-p retrieved fewer
facts from their memory and were slower and less accurate in executing fact retrieval as well as procedural strategies. BothTable 4
Descriptive statistics on the administered phonological processing tasks.
Task MLD-p TD t d
M (SD) M (SD)
Phonological awareness
Phoneme deletiona .25 (1.30) .38 (1.07) 1.25 .55
Spoonerisma .30 (.93) .84 (1.06) 2.73* 1.20
Phonological working memory
Nonword repetitionb 30.93 (7.44) 36.36 (5.05) 2.26* .89
Rate of access
Color namingc 46.50 (9.50) 43.71 (12.84) .65 .26
Letter namingc 36.43 (9.68) 28.00 (8.04) 2.51* .98
Note. MLD-p, persistent mathematical learning difficulties; TD, typically developing.
* p< .05.
a Expressed as z scores.
b Maximum possible = 48.
c Expressed in seconds.
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processing and working memory.
4.1. Arithmetic strategy development
Our group of children with MLD-p solved single-digit addition and subtraction less frequently with fact retrieval and
this fact retrieval deficit persisted over developmental time. The results of this study also converge with prior studies,
showing that childrenwithMLD executed strategies less efficiently than TD children (e.g., Geary, Hoard, et al., 2012; Jordan
et al., 2003). At all three time points, childrenwithMLD-p executed fact retrieval andprocedural strategies slower andwith
more errors than TD children. With progressing time, children with MLD-p improved in terms of speed of executing
strategies. Although these improvements narrowed the initial learning gap, group differences remained significant at each
time point.
4.2. Numerical magnitude processing
The current longitudinal data demonstrate that children with MLD-p show persistent deficits in their ability to compare
Arabic symbols, but not nonsymbolic dot arrays. These findings are consistent with previous data that observed an
impairment in symbolic, but not nonsymbolic, magnitude processing in children withMLD (e.g., De Smedt & Gilmore, 2011;
Iuculano et al., 2008; Landerl & Ko¨lle, 2009; Rousselle & Noe¨l, 2007). The current longitudinal data go beyond the previous
ones by showing that this deficit in symbolic magnitude processing remains stable over time. In all, these data provide
further support for the access deficit hypothesis (Rousselle & Noe¨l, 2007) and suggest that particularly the access to
numerical meaning from Arabic symbols is impaired in children with MLD-p. On the other hand, the present findings
contrast with previous research that has shown impairments in nonsymbolic magnitude processing in children with MLD
(e.g., Mazzocco et al., 2011; Mussolin, Mejias, & Noe¨l, 2010; Piazza et al., 2010). It is important to point out that there are
conflicting findings on the association between nonsymbolic magnitude processing andmathematics achievement, an issue
that might be explained by recourse to methodological issues, such as the design of stimuli in nonsymbolic tasks (see De
Smedt et al., 2013; for a discussion).
The current findings are in agreement with the findings of Vanbinst et al. (2012), which demonstrated that children’s
symbolic, but not nonsymbolic, magnitude processing skills were associated with individual differences in arithmetic
strategy use, i.e. the frequency of fact retrieval and the speed of executing retrieval and procedural strategies. This all
converges to the hypothesis that particularly the access to numerical meaning from Arabic symbols is key for children’s
arithmetic strategy development and suggests that screening symbolic magnitude processing skills might be useful for
detecting children at risk for developing arithmetic fact retrieval deficits (e.g., Nosworthy, Bugden, Archibald, Evans, &
Ansari, 2013).
How may this persistent impairment in accessing magnitude representations from Arabic symbols be associated with
arithmetic fact retrieval deficits? First, it may be that impairments in symbolic magnitude processing induce a delay in the
acquisition of the counting-on-larger strategy (e.g., 4, 5, 6, 7 to solve 3 + 4), as this strategy requires a decision on the larger
number for which access to numericalmeaning of the presented Arabic symbols is needed. This delaymay lead to difficulties
developing problem–answer associations in long-term memory, which, in turn, hinders children’s transition to advanced
solution strategies. Second, it has been hypothesized that arithmetic facts may be stored in long-term memory in a
meaningful way, i.e., according to their magnitude (e.g., Butterworth, Zorzi, Girelli, & Jonckheere, 2001) and it might be that
meaningful facts are easier to store and to recall from memory (see Robinson, Menchetti, & Torgesen, 2002, for a similar
suggestion). Future empirical research is needed to test these hypotheses more carefully.
4.3. Working memory
We did not observe significant group differences on measures of the central executive and the visuo-spatial sketchpad.
While these findings are in accordancewith some prior studies (e.g., Geary, Hamson, & Hoard, 2000; Vukovic & Siegel, 2010),
they are different from others (e.g., Geary, Hoard, & Nugent, 2012; Szucs et al., 2013). Three explanations might account for
these inconsistencies.
First, studies have used different types of stimuli tomeasure children’s central executive capacities. Some of these studies
have used numerical tasks (e.g., Chong & Siegel, 2008; Wu et al., 2008), such as a counting span or a backward digit recall
task. Such numerical tasks are problematic in the context of research on MLD, because poor performance on these tasks
might reflect poor numerical processing, poor working memory or both. To overcome this issue, we used a non-numerical
task.
Second, studies vary in the age of the participants under study and it has been reported that the association between
working memory and arithmetic skills depends on age (see Friso-van den Bos et al., 2013, for a meta-analysis). The central
executive and the visuo-spatial sketchpad may be particularly important during the early stages of learning single-digit
arithmetic, and a more diminished reliance on these working memory resources might occur during more automatized
stages of arithmetic strategy development in older children, as in the current sample (De Smedt et al., 2009; Murphy et al.,
2007; Raghabur, Barnes, & Hecht, 2010).
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examine their association with working memory. In this study, we focused on one particular skill, i.e. arithmetic strategy
development. Because working memory components might affect specific mathematical skills to different degrees (see
Geary et al., 2007; Friso-van den Bos et al., 2013), this might explain the current pattern of findings.
4.4. Phonological processing
Group differences were observed in all three domains of phonological processing: TD children outperformed children
withMLD-p on a spoonerism task, a nonword repetition task and a rapid letter naming task. These data suggest that children
with MLD-p have deficient phonological processing skills, which corresponds to previous research findings (e.g., Chong &
Siegel, 2013; Fuchs et al., 2005; Hecht et al., 2001; Vukovic & Siegel, 2010). Our data also support prior studies which have
linked poor phonological processing skills and arithmetic fact retrieval deficits (e.g., Simmons & Singleton, 2008; Swanson &
Sachse-Lee, 2001; Vukovic & Lesaux, 2013).
It is important to emphasize that group differences in phonological processing cannot be explained by poor reading skills,
because the group of children withMLD-p did not differ in reading ability from the group of TD children and all scored close
to the population average. This all suggests that the observed group differences do not implicate that children with MLD-p
are deficient in phonological processing in the same way as children with reading difficulties or comorbid reading and MLD
(also see, Murphy et al., 2007).
It can therefore be suggested that the ability to make fine-grained phonological differentiations may support children’s
transition from (time-consuming) counting strategies to direct arithmetic fact retrieval.
4.5. Limitations and future research
When evaluating the current findings, it is important to note that theywere based on a small sample size, which is due to
the fact that we adopted a strict criterion for determining MLD-p, i.e. poor performance at three time points. In addition, the
group of children with MLD-p turned out to be constituted by more girls than boys. While such unequal distribution of
gender might affect the generalization of our findings, data from epidemiological studies (e.g., Else-Quest, Hyde, & Linn,
2010; Koumoula et al., 2004) as well as recent evidence (Devine, Solte´sz, Nobes, Goswami, & Szu˝cs, 2013) indicate that the
prevalence of MLD is similar for girls and boys. Moreover, Devine et al. (2013) also observed no gender differences in
mathematics performance. As a result, the current findings can be reliably applied to the broader population ofMLD. It is also
important to note that the current conclusions are limited to the specific developmental period under investigation, i.e. third
to fifth grade. It therefore remains to be determined how numerical magnitude processing, working memory and
phonological processing are impaired in MLD during early, less automatized, stages of arithmetic strategy development.
Future research should also consider other cognitive skills that may contribute to difficulties in arithmetic strategy
development. For example, it has been suggested that the inhibition of incorrect answers from long-termmemory might be
particularly important for successful arithmetic fact development (e.g., Geary, 2004; Fias, Menon, and Szucs, 2013). Recent
evidence by Szucs et al. (2013) suggests indeed that children with MLD differ from TD children in inhibition skills. Future
studies should further unravel how deficient inhibition skills might be related to difficulties in fact retrieval. On the other
hand, non-cognitive correlates, such as math anxiety, should be considered, as they also contribute to poor mathematics
achievement (Ashcraft & Ridley, 2005).
Current data do not allow us to establish causal associations between arithmetic strategy development and cognitive
deficits. It would therefore be interesting to conduct targeted intervention studies (e.g., board games, computer games) in
order to investigate whether training of domain-specific (i.e., symbolic number processing) and/or domain-general (i.e.,
phonological processing) cognitive skills leads to more efficient strategy use and to an increasing reliance on fact retrieval.
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